
The high-quality                       quick connect couplings are characterised by top safety and ef�ciency. For many years, they have proven themselves 
excellently in continuous industrial use. Now, we have added a technologically sophisticated multi-coupling system to this broad range.

The new                       multi-coupling system allows you to connect several temperature regulation circuits in one step.
Especially when equipping machines, this provides huge advantages: Now, these tasks can be carried out quickly, easily and accurately.
There are no more risks of mixing up important lines.

To match the most common plug systems and to guarantee the best compatibility possible, the                       multi-coupling is available with 
European, international and French plug pro�le as well as dripless system. Moreover, you can choose between a version with 6, 12 or 20 connections 
and from different connection types (female thread, male thread, hose stem).
On demand, the individual components are available as high temperature version as well. 
Thanks to its modular design, every multi-coupling can be put together and con�gured individually and thus is perfectly tailored to any requirement 
and application.

More information:
https://ludecke.com/products/temperature-couplings/multi-coupling-system

The new                     Multi-Coupling System

Since more than 90 years,                       is the leading partner for coupling systems to connect �exible �uid lines with tools, machines and 
industrial equipment.
Since 1949, we have been manufacturing �ttings at the headquarters in Amberg for a variety of applications and media, which are distributed 
worldwide by the technical trade or used by the leading machine manufacturers (OEM) in their own machinery.

We are developing and producing �rst-class, innovative and sustainable products according to the highest quality standards. The product portfolio 
is comprised of a comprehensive standard range as well as individual custom item projects.
Thanks to our broad product range, our many years of know-how and our versatile range of services, we always guarantee safe and ef�cient 
solutions for your daily work.

More information at www.ludecke.com
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